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● A  novel method  for automatic generation of pseudo 
ground truth data (less than 4.1 % error rate) from 
images with weak annotations 

● Exploiting existing text metadata as weak 
annotations, ie. product databases

● The method works with an arbitrary 
detector/recognizer

● The accuracy of the best-performing open-source 
recognition model is improved  by 3.7 % on average 
on 7 benchmarks

● Recognition performance in weakly-supervised 
domain adaptation improved by 24.5 %

● a single model surpasses/matches the performance 
of different second best methods on multiple 
dataset

● Pseudo ground truth for the Amazon Book Covers 
dataset publicly available
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Scene text recognition is an essential part of reading 
systems. State of the art methods, based on deep 
neural networks, require large amounts of annotated 
data. The field heavily relies on synthetic images.

Weak annotation:

Words in weak 
annotation
Words missing

The Sherlock Holmes 
Museum, 221B Baker 
Street

Images with text metadata are common - our method 
exploits images accompanied by a list of texts that 
have a high probability of appearing in the image. Such 
texts are called weak annotations.

An image from London, 221B Baker Street, in front of 
the Sherlock Holmes Museum. Weak annotation is 
obtained ie. from google nearby search.

PGT - pseudo ground truth
DET - detector
OCR - recognizer
F - fully-annotated dataset
D - weakly annotated 
dataset
Di - dataset with PGT
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The core idea is to associate the output of the detector and the 
recognizer with weak annotations. The resulting set of text detections 
with weak label transcriptions is referred to as pseudo-ground truth 
(PGT).  The PGT is added to the training set to finetune the recognizer, 
whose output in turn updates the  PGT. 

The AssignWeak method is implemented  as a mutually nearest weak 
label assignment in a bipartite graph, where detections (and their text 
transcriptions) and weak labels become pgt candidates if they are 
mutually nearest, using the edit distance metric:.

The FindOptimalBox searches the neighbourhood of the original box for 
the bounding box minimizing the edit distance  from  the weak label. 

   

the edit distance  is minimized by
 extending the bounding box to the right

and shrinking on the left

False positives

PGT: Cancer PGT: HILLING SERVICESPGT: 1:15,000
GT: CONNER GT: KILLING SERVICESGT: 1:15 000

● 4.1 % on Uber-Text
● 2.0 % on Amazon Book Covers

PGT instances generated: 
 1 594 333 (ABC)           113 810 (UT) 

 

Uber-Text dataset
(UT)

Amazon Book Covers dataset
(ABC)

The accuracy of PGT verified on
 500 samples from each dataset:

rockstar sterling dezign

marshalls mitre paolo

optometrists fitness

phelps french cane’s

Accuracy on the UT test set after fine-tuning with the PGT 
from UT: 

alaet
➜ alarm

brioffole
➜ barbeque

jow
➜ join

chantronn
➜ chinetown

rark
➜ park

guice
➜ guide

literama
➜ cinerama

dopert
➜ expert

mink
➜ mark

tape
➜ tapl

topshop
➜ forshop

tqbu
➜ tqlu

arlboro
➜ arljoro

indiana
➜ ludiana

Performance improvement:

Performance deterioration:

Single model fine-tuned with PGT from both ABC and UT, 
3.7 % average accuracy increase

On the right: Trained without punctuation for 
comparison with other methods.

False positive PGT:

PGT images:
with artistic fonts, blurred texts, 
perspective transformation.

Summary

Motivation

Experiments: PGT analysis

Method Experiments: Domain Adaptation

The PGT generation algorithm:

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.03098

Example:
the assigned weak label is ‘GROCERY’

https://github.com/klarajanouskova/text-
detection-recognition-PGT

Experiments: Benchmarks

Experiments: Examples


